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Executive Summary 

 The purpose of the study was to discover and describe forces that influence middle school 

teacher implementation of Readiness, Input, and Output (RIO), A Framework for Effective 

Instruction.  Within that research purpose, grounded theory was constructed to explain what 

influences middle school teacher implementation of RIO.  The research question addressed by 

the study was:  What influences middle school teacher implementation of RIO, A Framework for 

Effective Instruction?  The questions that guided the research were: 

1. What influences how middle school teachers teach? 

2. What influences middle school teacher awareness of effective instruction? 

3. What influences middle school teacher implementation of effective instruction? 

4. What are best practices for influencing middle school teacher implementation of RIO, 

A Framework for Effective Instruction? 

 RIO is comprised of Readiness, Input, and Output, the building blocks of effective 

instruction:  engagement, teaching and learning, and assessment.  The Readiness phase engages 

the learner and sets the purpose for learning.  The Input phase encompasses instruction, 

modeling, practice, and formative assessment.  The Output phase focuses on assessment, both 

formative and summative, and reflection and evaluation—for both teachers and students.  

 The qualitative design of the study employed the methods and techniques of 

constructivist grounded theory.  The major finding was that influence on middle school teacher 

implementation of best practice—RIO is explained by a dynamic relationship among elements of 

teacher persona, teacher learning, and teaching context that are malleable by environmental 

experience.   
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 The intent of surveying students was to gain a student perspective on learning in a block 

and their thoughts about effective teaching.  The direct prompts, those prompts that are open-

ended, provided an opportunity for students to share experiences and perceptions of how 

effective teachers teach as well as the impact of block schedule on teaching and learning. During 

the analysis of data generated from the student survey-questionnaires, an unanticipated research 

question emerged. This finding of the study revealed that students recognize effective instruction 

and are knowledgeable about what they need to facilitate their own learning.  Student comments 

regarding effective instruction aligned with the first two stages of RIO, specifically the 

Readiness Stage and Input Stage, however, student views of assessment were confined to 

traditional assessment tools, mainly homework, quizzes, and tests. 

 Still another research question was uncovered during analysis of data generated from 

middle school student survey-questionnaires: What influences middle school student perception 

of effective instruction? The research answer was middle school student perception of effective 

instruction reflected those experiences with teachers and learning where teachers responded to 

students as individuals, attended to their learning needs, and created a classroom environment 

that facilitated community and learning.   Ultimately, the articulation of these three areas 

supports a grounded explanation of what influences middle school student perception of effective 

instruction:  Who I am as an Individual; Who I am as a Learner; and Who I am within a 

Community of Learners. 

 The three theoretical codes represent the central conceptual categories that organize 

progressively coded data toward a grounded explanation of student perception of effective 

instruction as well as what influences middle school teacher implementation of best practice—

RIO.  Specifically, these theoretical codes describe elements of teacher persona (who I am as an 
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individual), teacher learning (who I am as a learner), and teaching context (who I am within a 

community of educators) as prominent influences on teacher implementation of best practice.  

These three theoretical codes extend to describe student perception of effective instruction or 

instruction that positively impacts learning.  The connection between teacher and learner are the 

three theoretical codes, especially when viewing teachers as learners.  

 A dynamic relationship exists among prominent influences on middle school teacher 

implementation of best practice—RIO and among prominent influences on learner perception of 

effective instruction.  Note that learner refers to student, regardless of the age of the learner or 

the context of the learning environment.  In other words, when teachers are learners, they want 

the same things their students want from their teachers: Teachers who respond to students as 

individuals, attend to their learning needs, and create a classroom environment that facilitates 

community and learning.    

Implications for Research 

 The findings of this study are a product of the particular research design and limitations 

thereof.  Follow-up opportunities for further research include the following recommendations.   

Correlation between Teacher Value of Professional Development and Teacher Efficacy 

 The efficacy of a teacher seems to correspond to the level of commitment to that 

teacher’s engagement in professional learning. Does an effective teacher value professional 

learning more than an ineffective teacher? 

Student Perception of Effective Instruction 

 While this study supported that students know what effective instruction is and what they 

need to facilitate their learning, additional studies surveying student perception of effective 

instruction are warranted. 
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Implications for Practice 

 The findings of this study are a product of the particular research design and limitations 

thereof.  Follow-up opportunities include the following recommendations.  Continue 

Professional Development that Embraces Best Practice.  

 Expose teachers to best practice through quality professional development that embraces 

best practice for teaching adults and is grounded in research in education and cognitive 

neuroscience and endorsed by professional education organizations. 

Consider Professional Development in Assessment. 

 Provide teachers with additional professional development in assessment, specifically 

homework practices, feedback, and both formative and summative assessment techniques and 

tools. 

Focus and Support District and School Initiatives 

Frame the context for improved practice in the district by clearly communicating 

initiatives.  Outline practical support for implementing initiatives within reasonable timeframes. 

Commit to an initiative on multiple levels:  resources, time, professional development, 

implementation and practice time, ongoing support through in-service, and teacher mentoring.  

Add an evaluative component that includes all stakeholders—teachers, students, administrators, 

parents, and community. 

When Hiring, Screen for Teacher Disposition 

 Those who emanate a persona that positively impacts teaching and implementation of 

best practice are collaborative, positive, optimistic, and believe in the unlimited capacity of 

learners. When hiring, consider screening for disposition; it matters in how one teaches, learns, 

and collaborates.  
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Give Students Voice 

 Survey students throughout the school year. Provide students ownership of their 

education by involving students in decisions that impact them.  Consider establishing a student 

advisory board as a vehicle to involve students in curricular decisions. 


